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SECTION 
T .r RMr-Cf!ON 
This rep6rt presents the resul Ls of an experiment which-;as con­
ducted during the suimer 1967 te eg7aluate the usefulness of the remote
 
sensing tecmology of multiband color photography for earth resources
 
appli,cations of agricul ture, forestr, geography and geology.
 
ultispectral weraThe fout lens c as used to obtain inuli'iband 
photography of each test sire. Pheoto in-Terpretation aid colorimetric 
inage anaLysis were perfonerl using the companion additive color viewer. 
Siultaneous Acro Ektachrome and Xero Ektachrome infrared photography 
was also taken during all phases of the experiment. In order to facil­
itate tt colorimetric comparison of thie characteristics of both additive 
and subtractive color -iagesand because reliable spectral signature data 
w.as generally unav2-J1able, the spectrMi banAs used in the muirispectral 
camera were chosen to match the bands of the spectrum to which the color 
films were sensitive. 
Throughout the experiment extensive ground control was used whlich 
included: grey scale and color targets, measurements of the spectral 
intensity and distribution of the incident solar radiation; spectroradio­
metric measurements of the solar energy reflected by ground targets as wlell 
as selected cnvironmental ob3ects en rivo; colorimetric measurei ents of 
color and grey scale target-panels and selected ground objects. 
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The experiment was .conducted at fligit altitudes ranging fr,in 
1000 feet to 30,000 feet above sea level. Primary emphasis was given 
to the highr altitudes to place the largest possible columqn of air be­
tween the. ground and camera so that atmospheric effects w-,ould be in­
ciuded in the imagery obtained. 
1; Fil Kamental Problems 
Prior to performance of tile experiment, three tundamental proo­
.. ems ore distinguished as beng of critical importance in obtainigr 
precisicn multiband photography. These problems are not unique to 
photographic sensors and in fact generally apply to =y remote- sensing 
tochn-ilque in the .26 to 3 micron part of the electroigr,etici stctnm 
wherc reFlection rather than emission phenomenon is encountored. 
The first problem relates to the Jack of accuracy and precision 
in the struicture of the iinage duo to instruientation errors. These 
arise from three sources: (1) sensor errors in formation of the spec­
tral image, (2) photographic errors in transforming the image energy 
to density in the photograph subsequently used in data reduction, (3) 
errors in the viewing apparatus ;1'hich constructs the color image for 
qualitative viewing by the interpreter an" for quantitativo coiorimetric 
analysis. 
 -
Psycho-physiological variables in viewing color images are not 
treated in this report although such considerations are critical in 
-2­
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the qualitative interpretation of aeriai pnozograpny. All the data pre­
sentcd herei- -ire in terms -ef analytical color measurement and thus psy­
chologica! variables such as simultaneous contrast enhancement do not 
appear in this analysis. 
1he second problem centers on the envirorment. In this case th-re 
variables are distinguished: (1) the intensity and.spectral distribution 
o± the solal illuiainant (a fractional part of which is reflected into 
the camera and thus forms the image) changes as a function of thne solar­
angle, atnosphOriC conditions, secofidary reflectance and the relative 
composition of direct sunlight and diffuse skylight, (2) the en vivo 
sp.-c-tral reflectance of surface objects (crops, soils, trees, etc.)
 
which is mLown to Vary dynamically at least as a function of the non­
lam-hrtinn (directional) spectral reflectance of objzcts due LO their 
or'ientation with respect to both th angle of incidence aid angle cf 
refl6ccion as .well as due to temporal changes in the absorption and 
transmission of the object itself, (3) theatnosphere betwee, the ob­
ject and the sensor which scatters -and absorls the radiation reflected 
by the object. 
The third and perhaps most impo-tant probler. is the physical te­
lationship between reflectance spectra and color. Given a particular 
spectra and a set of taking-viewing 'filters which establish a color 
space, a unique color will be produced. That is, the reflectance spec­
tra of the object relates to bne and only one color, thus defined, re­
-3-­
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gardless .,hether additive or subtractive color principles are used. 
However, the inverse is -not true. Given a dolor (in any predefined 
color space), it can not be uniquely described to a particular spectra, 
An infinite number of spectral reflectance curves can produce an iden­
tical color.
 
One of the primary purposes of ;"uitisrOCtral color aerial Dhoto­
graphy is to circ.imvent this physical law which relates spectra zo colot 
Tis is accomplised by choosing taking filters based upon analysis 
of the en vivo spectral reflectance charcteristics of objects and Eliei 
creating a false color space which maxiizes tleanparonz color dift­
orence between ihe obj ects. 
1.2 Objectives of the Ex.eriment' 
The _ir primary objezieive? of the exrerimert were as foll6ws: 
-evaluation of the accuracy of the chromaLic characteristics 
of the image produced using multiband photographic techniques. 
Th1is accuracy, being achieved by adjustient of the additive 
color tnage which in turn alters the effects of variations in 
solar illuminant and the effects of the. atmosphere. 
-to evaluate the tmiqucness of color signatures obtained with 
a priori defined taking filter using color space formation
 
capabilities of the viewer. 
-4­
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-to compare the characteristics of imaiges fomed by multi­
spectral additive color photography with conventional sub­
tractive color films sensitive to both the visible and 
infrared radiation. 
- to ,aeasue the. environmental variables which affect this tech­
nique of remote sensing and to correlate them :ith the imagery. 
-to obtai:u reflectance spwctra of objects of signiCicant inter­
'est to the earth resources disciplines and thus indicate the 
optinral spectral bands for taking maltiband nhotogtaphy which 
allow maximizition -of th6 difference in color between objects. 
1.3 General Procedures 
The general rocedures used throughout the exrrijrent can now be 
given with reference to the objectives and the problems associated with 
the experiment. 
le rmultispectral camera was equipped with four filters which passed 
enly the blue, green, red and infrared spectral bands. 'Pe film used 
was "black and ihitc", infrared sensitive film (Kodak #5424). Tho aux­
illary K-24 cameras, each with lenses identical to the nul.tispectral 
camera, were loaded with Aco Ektachrome (#8412) and Aero Fkt chirome 
Infrared (#3443) film. le three cameras were aligned in a coimon 
mount such that the optical axes were parallel. All cameras were ac­
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tivated by a co:maon intervalometer so that exposures wer6 taken at the 
same tine (within the shutter tolerances of the three cameras). A 
range of exvposures was used in both the nul tispectral camera and color 
cameras to insure the best .possible exposure of the ground scene on 
the film. 
The negative infrared film was processed in a continuous Versamat 
processor using D-19 dcvelopc. Sensitometric control was maintained 
throughout the',proccssirg. In general, a medium to high contrast was 
obtained bn the negative although this varied depending on the condi­
tions encountered at a particular test site. Poitivc transparencies
 
,were obtained by dupl:cating on Kodak P5427 film using a Niagra printer 
and Tbrsamat processed in ,K 641-1 developcr. Sensirometric control 
was, of course, mainti:bh.d. Color films were processed using the re­
wind method, control strips being used to insure the best possible 
development with in the state of the technology. 
The positive ijmages were placed in the additive color viewer. 
uN~mirous color spaces were experimentaliy formed in ordcr to establish 
those which gave the color differentiation which the cognizant earth 
scientist considered best for his application. The color of ground 
taigets and significant enviroinental images were measured using a coloi­
imeter. X:his data was compared with ground measurements 'nade at the 
time the pliotography was taken. A similar analysis was performed for 
subtractive color films. 
16­
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Environmental measurements of the incident solar energy and spectral 
reflectance were ,ceducL, to colinon illumination condition and analyzed 
as to differences in spectral reflectance, Si~milar analysis was per­
formed copparing the spectrophotometric total diffuse reflectance mea­
surenients of surface targecs and the field spectruradiometric data. 
1.4 Outline of the Report 
Tho following section of this report describes the remote sensing 
instrmunentation used in the experixient. This discussion ii,.cludes de­
tails on the camera and.viewer design as well as some of the basic 
principles of additive color thuory. 
Section 3 presents theoretical and empirical considerations on 
the relationships betu:een the characteristics of the black and white 
multiband image and the resulting additive color image. Epitica] 
exam.ples .of variations in color with change in lrw. characteristic 
curve are included. 
Section 4 discusses the environmental measurements and instrumenta­
tion that was used. Basic data on variations in intensity and spectral 
distribution of solar energy, reflectance of standard ground targets and 
their color under soidr illur.m4ation are presented illustrating the sig­
nificant parameters affecting multiband techniques. 
Section 5 presents the results ar,1.eved at each test site. It in­
cludes quantative color oiaarison of ground targets. and objects of 
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significant interest on both multispectral color and on subtractive 
c6lor films. 
Section 6 presents the conclusions uhich result from the experL..,!ent 
and t-nplications for future experi ents antd the design of improved in-
StrTUmentation. 
-8­
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SECTION 2
 
INSTRUMENTION, DATA ANALYSIS EQUIP'ENT ,'fJ0 TEGZIQUES 
.he equipment used, in the experiment consisted of the four lens 
multispectral camera and associated color viewer system conceived and 
desigped by the, au.thors .and.,anfacture&,by. the,.Fairchild.Camera, and 
Instrument Corporation. Two auxillary cameras of the K-24 type. manu­
factured by Eastman Kodak Co., were used to obtain supplementary- color 
photography. The multispectral camnera utilized "black aud white" infra­
red Aerographic film (Kodak #5424) and was equipped with combination 
aosorption and interference filters covering the following feur spectral 
baids: 
Band I- Blue (395-510 nanometers)"
 
Band 2- Green (480-590 nanometers)
 
Band 3- Red (585-715 nanometers)
 
Band 4- Infrared (700-900 nanometers) 
The log sensitivity of the film &s well as the transmission of the fil-­
ters and camera lenses as-a function of wavelength are shown in Figure 
1. 'The reader should note that the three filters used fcr the visible
 
spectral bands were specially designed to block the transmission of all
 
infrared radiation.
 
For this particuilar experimont little en vivo spectral reflectance
 
data was available for targets of interest to the earth resources dis­
ciplines. Consequently, the spectral bands used in the multispectral
 
camera were chosen to approximate the spectral sensitivity of conventional
 
color and infrared color films.
 
The two auxiliary cameras utilized Aero-Ektachrome (#8442) and Aero­
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Ektaci'ome Infrared (8443) color reversal emalsions. The spectral bands 
to which these films are (nominally) sensitive are as follows (for a 
sensitivity of 1): 
Aaxillary camera 
(no filter) 
#i Aero Ektachrome "blue band"(360-SlOrn) 
"green bnnd" (360- 590mm) 
"red band"(470-690n 
Auxillaiy camera #2 Aero Ektachrome Infrared 
(iratten 12 filter) 
"green hand"(500-600iir. 
"red band" (500-700nm) 
"infrared band" 
RR nWR90nm)
 
malysis of the iultispectral photography taken during the oxori­
ment '-'as perforned by using the companion viewer. This apparat-us uses 
additive color principles to project a single corpnsitt color renition 
of the images associated with the four spectral bands. The presence of 
sliglt density differences of the same 3mage among the four spectral 
photographs results in a color in the composite reidition projected on 
the, screen of the viewer. This device also incorporates brightness, hue 
and desaturation controls vhich give the operator the capability to 
manipulate the relative color of screen images ir. order to enpbasize 5 
.subtle chromatic differences for Thnto-intdrpretative purposes. 
p 
2.1 NMltispectral Camera 
'11e four lens multispectral camera shoin in Figure 2 is a frame 
I 
i 
, 
InIm 
llmtween 
I.!. 
; -:i 
-" I 
NN 
--.- i-. 

/ 
FIU~RE 2: 'NJLTISPKMRAT, CAMERA -
Simultaneous spectral photography in 
spatially identical formats can be 
taken in any fcour spectral bands be­
360 and 900 nanometers withthe camera and associatead control
equipment. 
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type aerial sensor. It has been desim-ed so that the photographic 
culsion is e.vposcd Trhrough four individual lenses each one of which 
can be filtered to cover any desired v.avelength band above 360 nanc.­
meters. At wavelengths lese than this. radiation is absobed by the 
glass elements of the lens. !'he upper limit of the radiation sensed 
is established by the film emulsion between 900 and 1000 naromicters. 
The camera is designed primarily to use a unitary film configur­
ation in whiich four exposures are obtained on one piece of 9 1/2 'nc -
wide film. However, the capability to use four different filpis each 
2 1/4 inches wide has beon Incorporated in the cmnera design. hle 
magazine capacity is 400 feet of 5.2 mill thicmness filmz. 'e caiwra 
has been equippe dwith an image motion compensation (-1) device to 
allow use of ong exposure times at low altitudes and high air:raft 
velociLic without causing mage blur. A single Local plaec s"utter 
is employed to expose all, four photographs at precisely the dame in­
stant of time. Tis feature assists in accurate registration of mul­
tiple L ages in the viewer by eliminating image displacement between 
the four images which might result from aircraft angular motion duLring 
6posure. 
24.1 Opto-MechanicaI Design of Tie Camera 
The multisbpectral catera-viewer systeri was designed to specific
 
tolerances in order to eliminate many of the registration problms
 
-13;­
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associated with the data reduction of multiband type of photography. 
Most Mltispectral systems have not proven a pr"-ticalto 1e technique, 
nor are they employed on a continuing basis, principally because of Lhe 
time and effort requirdd to register or otherwise analyze the multiple 
frames of photography. The precise design of the multispectral camera 
circumvents these difficulties by producing a set of four photographs, 
matched in scale and yielding identical coverage with exact registration 
of the inagery on a single unitary film. 
The variation o tile amount of light ber-ing as d fuinction of 
wavelength. is dependenL upon the configuration and nature cf the trans­
mittig material. it is known as optical dispersion, shorter wavelengths 
being generally bent more than longer uavelengths. A lens is an !gous 
to a pr-ism in wnich incident parallel light wil] be bent more upon emer­
gence if it is blue and less if it is red. For purposes of uniform mul­
tispectral photographic scale, this dependency of focal length with wave­
lngth requires the use of lenses which.are matched in focal length 
th'roughout the spectrum. Tits match of focal length for all wavelengths 
peimits the mating of any desired taking filter with any lens. 
 Not only 
must the focal lengths of the four multispectral lenses be invariant with 
respect to .wavelength,. throughout the snectunn userl, but the physical con­
siderations of the actual flange focal distance (the distance from the 
flange of th& lens to the focal plane) affects the accuracy of scale 
matching wfhich can be obtained by the camera. For the sayto resolution 
-14­
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cr,,cria, the focal III -, of c iltered light bun.le m st titI. ±rt 
the nomina11 d1n of fo-pas of all four ]enses as sho"v in F"ure
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poses of alignment. In the alignent process, a jig was made which 
would hold the body of the cmera an ! th.e focal plane finmly in place 
because the vacm platten is removed for this adjustmenz. A travelling 
microscope with a filar eyepiece is iounted on the jig so that precise 
measurement in the X and Y directions is possible to achieve the desired 
al ig.ment. 
Trhe nultispectral camera incorporates a film guide mechanizm which 
insures that.the film will transport accurately through the camera. A 
similar guide mechafism has been designed into the associated viewer so 
that t16 film wjill transport with respect to the projcction s)ste- achiev­
ig accurate registration. Such transport accuracy insures the photo­
interpreter of good registration throughout the"roll of film_ It should 
*be noted, however, th3t manual registrntinn of the first frame of photo­
graphy is reopired to eiminate .the eEfects of film shrikage along the 
width of,the film. 
In order that the photography obtained in each cf the four spectral 
bands be. exposed at exactly the same instant of time, the con-vuntional 
between-the-lus shutters are not employed in the camera. Instead, a 
single focal plone shutter was designed writh four slits (one for each 
lens) to eliminate the coflverltional misregistration problems caused by 
aircraft angular motion vhich exists when the photography is not exposed 
simultaneously.
 
-17­
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2.1.2 Exposure Control and Ground Tests 
Photographic eiolsions ir-]u"Ing panchromatic do not have an equal 
rcsponse to radiation troughout the spec-rnn and consequently exhibit 
a variing sensitivity as a function of wavelength. Since the taking fil 
ters in the camera transmit different waveeongths -and a fixed exposure 
t:ne is used, consideration mu.st be given to the required exposure con­
trol ovor each spectral band. With m ciqual expstire time as well as 
varying values of film sensiti:itv and energy transmitted in_ ePich snec­
tral band, an object of uiiforc,. spectral brightness w-ill bc recowde as 
a different densi ty in each sp-ctral photograph. in order to. eliminate 
this error and make the spectrai photograply have a density proportional 
to the energy source, a ground calibration must be performed for each 
set of taking filters and film type to be employed. 
'Pie relative exposure tlirtgh the selected multispectral camera 
filters is calibrated in the following way, A set of grey scale panels 
is set up under daylight illtinatien toge-her with a set of resolution 
taraets. The filters and fil to be used in the test are'insta'ied in 
.the camera and the ground targets are phctographed at all possible f/ 
nimbers. The spectral ditribution and inteifsity'of the solar illuminant 
is also measured simultaneously and the test is only considered valid 
if the total spectral energy is within plus or minus 5 percent or the 
distribution of Standard Sunlight (Luminance C) in each band. The film 
is precision processed under sensitometric control and is then examined 
18­
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for that value of f/nunber of each lens which will yeild the same density 
values of the ground target. liat spectral photo which requires the 
smallest value of f/nTumber is then used as a standard. Each of the re­
maining lenses are then corrected with the use of neutral density fil­
tcrz so that the saie f/number on each of the lenses will now render 
the grey scale ground panels as equal in density. These neutral density 
filters are then pe=menently installed in front of- the lenses and no 
rtime is require, for each of the photos. In flight. 
.hereford, t e-,btograpoher need only cnange all t-h, e f/nmtbers by the 
same amount to vary the exposure. This assures that a grey scale target 
-on the gaound, under standard illuranation, will appear the same density 
on the set of feLr" spectral photographs. 
.2.1.3 i-bitispectrai Filtration 
A spectral filter may be thougnt ok as a window through which energy 
passes, the transmission being alfunction of the wavelength of the radi­
ation. 'A desirable filter band is one in which the radiant power to 
"target signals" is different from that of "back-ground signals".: Th, 
determination of a good filter is made difficult by the fact that the 
spectral distributions of the solar energy reflected by the target ant
 
kackground are either (1) unlmo:,m, (2) are very similar, (3)change dy­
namically with environmentallconditions: 
1e multispectral camera discussed herein, eimploys a set of trans­
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mission filters to isolate four regions of the'visible-near infrared 
spectrum from approximately. 360 to 1000 nanomoers. ileally, choice of 
filters might be based upon the spectral feflectivity .of the geophysical 
phenomenon which is to be detected as well as thc enviromiental background 
in which such a target is embedded. As the phenomenon of intcrcst be­
comes roru general aid the type of backgrounds in which the targets are 
embeded become more varied, it is tie current procedure to seJ ct a set. 
of takina filters which arezbroadband in nature. Tlhat is,four filters 
which together cover the entirb .36 to I micron region, and whidh have 
reasonably hih trLiasmission pro erties. Wide band filters have been 
used to date whTen the ntber of items to be detected from the s-me photo­
graphic experinent are extensive. Conversly, as the number of targets 
to be detected during one experiment is decreased -nd when these targzt 
exisc in sinilar enviroimental areas, one i.;nuld icasonabl; expect that 
nsrro;; band filtration would give better results. 
Broadband filters are generally of the absorption type although fre­
queLLy (as in the case of this experiment) interference coatings are 
also added to block the transmission of infrared radiation. However, 
*as the mission objectives become more specific and detailed spectral 
signatures of targets of interest are established, significdn improve­
ment in performance can be obtained by tusing the multi-layer or inter­
ference t)pe filter. These filters may be designed and manufactured so 
that their maximum transmittance exists at any chosen wavelength. Howver, 
-20­
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care must be taken that there exists sufficient spectral transmission
 
2 allow for goo. expo.... e on the photographic cmulsion use-d.
 
Several problems are associated with, the use of the milti-laver 
or interference type of filters. Tie first difficulty consists of a 
generJ shift in the peak bandpass of the filter as a func-tion of field 
angle since the optical thichiess of the thin film deposit varies os the 
angle of incidence Js increased, resulting in a shift towmard tb's shortcr 
wavelengths. The second diffiuclty enountercd ith the use of u:ti-
Thyered_ filters consists of a shift to the longer wavelength region ;:h-n. 
the temperature of the filter is increased and a shift to the shortoc 
'w.avelength exists .hen the filter temperature is decreased, For te 
most part the w'avilength shift of an interference filter i ssential!v 
a linear function of the filter temperature.
 
A typical probiem in multispectral photography which eipioys am­
sorption filters in the wavelength region from 360 to 1000 nanometers, 
is rhe transmission of infrared radiation. This cdn be scnn from Figure 
4. As a result when one uses conventional infrared emulso.s (such as 
EIK 5424) in conjunction %rith an absorption type, filter, the photographic 
emulsion will respond to not only that wavelength region of interest but 
also to the infrared radiation which is also transmitted. To eliminate 
such difficulties most of the broadband filters i,;hich exhibit suzch a 
pwoperty can incorporate an irterference "blocking" coating to elipinate 
any transmission outside of the desired band. 
-21­
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wnen consaderang the total tn_.stlssion of the incident radiation 
ailpingifigr on to the phorographic e-u sion through the nultispectra! 
system, one must also cotider the spectral transm.ssion character.istics 
of t]ile taking lens. The on axis spectral distribution of light trans­
mittance for the Aero-Ehtar lens ubcd in the ;--ultispectral cam-.era waFs 
show,-na in Figure 1. Off axis the shape of this cur-,se rcmairs the same 
but is reduced in amlitudo. This redu.ction in energy as a fuxnction 
•of field angle of the lens (often ciied Cosine4 fall-off or vignetting) 
should be corrected to obtain accurate spectral photography. T-i s Js 
accomplished using an anti-vignettilng filter to reduce the on.xis trans­
mission and has the effect of increas.ing the T stop of the lens. This 
practice restricts the use of the lens to a sftorter pnotogrxapic day 
since more enerry must enter the lens (un axis) to prndixce the sne n-­
nosure as would be obtained without such- a filter. 
2.2 Additive Color Techniques 
Each of the four speciral negatives, vhich.together cnnpriso the 
set of nultispecfral photographs, is taken at the same instant by four 
mac -lenses. Since the ontical axes of al the lenses 3re nomal to 
the film plane, four spatial v identical negatives are produced. Thus, 
all the images appear in identical coordinate positions as measured from 
the Principal *point of each negative (the intersection Of the optical 
axis Wit the film plane). When the film is processed and viewed on a 
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lighI table, the set of multispectral negatives appear to be identical 
except that the densities of the same iage ma" diff.' between them. 
This difference is caused in part by the selective spectral reflectance 
of ground objects, a fact which, i4n te visible spectrn, accounts for 
tir apparent cblo: 
Color is an effective means of discriminating density differences 
bettween similar images which appear on sets of niultispectral negtives. 
-This is done using additive color tochniques first demonstrated by Clerk 
t tq-xei over 100 years ago. By projecting positives of each spectral 
negative on to a screen in such a fashion that one is registered upon 
the oher (using a different colored rrimary ligh- source for each), 
a com.posit&color rendition of the ground scene is formed. 
Color may be defined as th-at conccious sensation .hich is exhibited 
when light of' a specific spectral energy distribution enters the eye. 
It has becn exprimentally sho..n -that differences in this energy distri 
bution, which casse variations in the observed response of the eye, may 
be described in terms of three distinct psyccphysical variables. lie 
first is hue which is basically that quality of color which leads to the 
definition of an object as being red, or green, or yellow:, etc. As 
white light is dispersed by a prism, it is broken up into a multitude 
of hues each one of which may bo related to a corresponding value of 
wavelength producing a dominant uavelength which in turn enters the eye 
.-24­
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to produce the sensation of hue. Saturation, the second quality of,
 
color, is described as the amount of white in g ic. It may be also 
lonsderecl Ps the concentration of the color. It is the difference be­
tween red and pink. As the amount of saturation in a color decieases, 
jt approarches pure white. Brightness, which is the third variable of 
olor, is described 'as the amount of visible onergy contained in a cer­
tain hue which is saturate; to a specific value. For example, the color 
royal blue, is identical to the c61or navy blue except that navy blue 
-hhs uioer brightness value. 
t has been estimated that the human eve differe... betweencan ­
7,500,000 and 10,000,0N color ifferences over izs senslitivity range. 
Thus, it is impossible for scientific purposes to use subjective terms 
for the unambiguous description of a color. Th-e human eye is a relltively 
*insensitive instrument vwlen used to uniquely describe the appearance of 
an objedt with respect to its color. It is foi" this reason that a mathe­
matical conception of the three variabLcs-defined above be employed to 
desuribe that response (by the eye or a recording instrument) to the 
stimulus kniown as color. W e may envision these three variables of hue, 
brightness and saturation with the aiA of a three diumensional color solid 
shuwn in Figure 5. -Tt consists essentialy of a solid cone standing on 
its apex with the hue positiond around the periphery of -the solid, the
 
saturation eXisting somewhere long"the line connectig hc center or
, 
.whitcpoint-4th the hue of intereit and the brightness varying with 
-25­
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position along the vertical' axis. More precisely, :the color solid is
 
not a cone, but rather a rounded triangle. A horizontal slice through
 
this sollid, perpendicular to the brightness axes is known as a chroma 
.iciry diagram and is showii in Figure 6.in wdich certain colors have 
beet identified. in order to picz-ially describe the exact lie, bright­
ness and saturation levels of a color jt is first necessary to deteriine 
the brightness "Level, place an ortnogonal plane tirough the color solid 
at that level and eetemine the hue and saturation in this plane. 
it should b..e.hasized that "e mathematical study and descrintion 
of color, v,,hich is knom as cclorLJictry, only indicates the specific 
values of hue, brightness and saturation which are being measured and 
not the energy distribution of the color as a function of wavelength. 
lhe theory of c6lorirety is based upon the concept that any color which 
exists in reality-car- be matched by some combination of three given colors 
or prhaaries. However, it has been demonstrated that there does not 
exist a single set of primary filters which can yield every color, In 
-multispectral photography, a udicious choice of (camera) filters must 
be selected depending upon t1-e spectral reflectance and the general do­
main of colors ,,rhich are to be reprooduced. For the reproduction of unie 
color using additive methods, the primary colors shown in Filure 7, which 
are red, green and blue, have been selected for two distinct -roasons. 
First, it is desirable to maximize the area of the inscribed triangle
 
since only those colors within that triangle may be reproduced by a con­
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bination of the three prinaries. Secondly, the triangle is p6sitioned 
so that one side lies close to the locus of th_ pure __ectrum of the 
-green-yellow:'-red colors since these colors appear in nature but the 
pure spectrum colors in the cyan prtion of the chroaticity diagram 
do Act. 
The trichromatic system of color definitin is a calculation.of 
the fractional component, of spectrally defined rod and green priz,,aries 
(reflc red to in colorimetrv as the tristiiuu" values) for a given cnlcr. 
'riv .re designated as x and y respecti-ey.umd are mo-m as trichromAtic 
coefficients. These ropresenit the percentage of standar. -ed and green 
prmnraries reqjuired to produce a hue and-saturation match to the color. 
.,third vabl' Y, represents the lumtinance or brightness, -level of the 
color. Tle standard chromaticity diagram menti6ned above -is a plo' of 
the color in terms of x and y. The dominant wavelangth of a color is 
deteru,cd 'y the intercept of the snectrum locus with the line which 
connects the illiminant point (the white point) and the color itself. 
The relative distance between the white point and the color and, the 
color and the spectrum locus is the saturation. 
In multispectral photography, colorinetric measurement is a useful 
tool to remove ainy inomolies associated with the visual response, df 
the observer.: The persceptibility of differences in the C.I-.E. chro­
maticity diagraP are shown in Figare 8. Generally, colors which arnear 
identical on a viewer secreen to an observer, will not exhibit the same 
-29­
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The distances from points on the boundary of each ellipse to the 
indicated point within it all correspond approximatelr to one hundred 
- times the chronaticity difference just perceptible with certainty under 
moderately good observing conditions. 
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energy distribution and may indeed be ruite different spectrally. The
 
advantage in usii., a t-, hromatic measurcment of an image is that the 
resultant color measure is completely dependent upon the psyco-bhys ics 
of the situation without any side effects of the human eye (e.g., simul­
taneous contrast elhhancement) without regard to the phenomenc, itself. 
In the event multispectral photography is taken under clou- or 
overcast conditions, the reflectance spectra of a ground'object will u 
not only be reducd in intensity but the cunre will bc altered in its 
shape, If there is no data available on the lighting 5onditiorns, th 
spectral reflectance variations with respect to some standard il1antu:an . 
of a around object will be attributed to properties of that object. 
Converskly, it is possible for an ubserver to falsely inferpret soene 
phenomenon in the ground scene because of what he feels to be a difterer 
illuriknation condition when in reality it-may actually be an environmen­
tal variable 'which produced the observed image characteris tic. Such 
distortions of colors and brightnesses of ground objects can be elim­
inated by the ability to simulate a standard illumination condition
 
(such as noon sunlight) regardle.s of the actual intensity and spectral
 
distribution .of the scene illuminant as long as the relative intensity 
of the illuminant in each'spectral band is ]miown. 
In order to control the appearance of a ground object on the mul­
tispectral photography, -a multitude of colorimetric and spectroradio­
metric instruments have been employed to record n6t. only the inherent 
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coloi of the object under the incident solar radiation encountered in
 
the field but also its reflectance spectra. Th-.s pe:r-ts an accurate
 
.comparison of the chromaticity of natural objects from the ground and
 
from the additive color image presented on the viewer screen. 
Often, the chromaticity of an object and its background lie rea­
son~ibly close when plotted in the color solid. When this is the case,
 
it is often judicious to employ a set of color projection filters which
 
bear no resemblence to the taking filters but which have the effect of
 
increasing the apparent chromatic difference between the ground object 
of interest: and its background. -This so-called false color mode can 
be made as distinct as the taking filters permit. The use of broad­
band filters in the camera which overlap along the wavelength scale, 
may in scme cases, make it impossible to chromatically separata the 
.target image from background image. If however, the phenomenon,of
 
interest reTuires a set of narrow band taking filters, which aree them-­
selves non-overlapping, consid6rable color differences may be obtained.
 
2.3 Multispectral Viewer
 
The multigpectral film viewer used in the experiment is hown in
 
Figulre 9. It is a desk type console which displays a rear projection 
screen to the operator. Optically, the viewer is an'anolog of the
 
takLng camera. The four multispctral film images, 'ach with its in­
depent illumination system, are superimposed onto the viewer screen at 
a three times magnification and in precise registration, using the optiaal 
-33­
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design shown in Figure 10. Misregistration of-one image upon the other,.
 
when projected on the viewer screen, should Ptt be g.-,ater thaL .1 milli­
meter so that no blur will be discernable at a standard viewing distance 
of 18 inches. The fixed magnification projection system utilizes four, 
five inch focal length, f/4. lenses. These lenses are critically mat:hed 
so that theit eqivalent back focus dimensions are within a few thousandths 
of an inch of each other. The differential distortion of the projection 
lens is matched in a unique way. As shown in Figure 10, a different part 
of.the field angle of each viewer lens is used to project the image. -
This requires that-the distortion of the lenses be different across their
 
whole field but watched for all field angles associated with donjugate
 
ivges$.
 
Eac' of four images projectdd on to the viewing screen has its own
 
.dual illumination system khich is also-shown ifi. Frture 10. This viewer
 
utilizes' 3200 degrees Kelvin lamps. which have the advantage of being 
quite bright with the appropriate filament configuration to best fill
 
the. anerture of the projection lens. The brightness illumination passes 
through a neutral density filter, a spectral filter, a beam splittei
 
and a condensing lens to illuminate the positive spectral photo. The
 
greatest-loss in eneigy throughout tne system. occurs through the spectral 
* or color filter. The second half -of the.ilnimdnation system is'set at
 
90 degrees to the. brightness lamp mid is employed for purposes- of desat­
uration.--Its.-illumination is reflected from the beam splitter and is
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added to the brightness illiuination as modified by the color filter. 
The filters associated with the brightness illumination system controls
 
the hue and brightness while the ddition of a desaturation selection
 
provides the photo-interpreter with complete contol over the displayed
 
color.
 
Film flattening is provided by to optically polished glass plates, 
one of which is fixed to the viewer itself and is considered the focal 
plane or object plane of the viow.er optical system, The other is mounted 
off the carriage throukh a spring loadedcam mechanism. This movable 
plate israised off the fixed glass platen by means of a foot pedal during 
the transport of the film. This mechanism insures separation of the
 
plates and avoids film scratching. A film guide is also provided to in­
sure an even transport-of the film in the horizontal plane, thus main­
taining the registration which had been designed into the .cameta system 
bcperience has indicated that the most satisfactory screen material 
for general rear projection viewing isa white Polacoat Lenscreen. Al­
*though other screens (such as the Kodak Dayview screen) provide a some­
what brighter -image, the fall off ith incident obliquity is more pro­
nounced and the resolution capability is somewhat less. It was noticed 
however, that with the type Lenscreen used, considerable color infidelity 
existed when'photographic reproductions of the multispectral viewing 
screen were attempted. A recently developed type of plexiglass Lenscreen 
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which is designed specifically for exposing accurate color photographs 
of rear projected scenes has been used for phctograp.": reproduction 
of the screen image. 
-. In summfary, the multispectral viewer projects four -nvltiband images 
contained on a single piece of film (each one of which has a resolution, 
of 45 lines pairs per millimeter) at a magnification of 3 X, resulting 
in a screen resolution of about 15. lines per millimeter. Since the 
average eye resolves sevenines per millimeter at a normial 18 inch 
viewing distance, a pennissable misregistratiCn hich does not exceed 
.0056 inches has been specified and designed into the camera-viewer sy­
stem. Each projection lens has its own brightness lamp and filter set 
which illuminates one of the spectral records as well as a desat'uration 
lamp. B5;1acing various combinations of projection filters into the op-
L ical path end by linear transportation of a filter, rack, the scene on 
the viewing screen appears in color. An important feature of the sy­
stem is tat it frequently enables, thiough properchoice of-camera and 
viewing filtration, the detection, recognition and identificationof ob­
jects by color differences which would not othervise be visible. 
-57­
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SECTION 3
 
MlE EFFECTS or- MO-T, ROCESSITN ON V.AGE CPLOR CHARACTERISTICS
 
The chromatic characteristics of the muiltispectral mage which is
 
formed by additive color mothodz on the ..viewc-r screen are significantly 
affected by the photo processng.techniqaue used. The relationship of 
exposure (or its radiometric equivalent) to density on both the zagative
 
film used in the camera and the positive transparency printed for pro­
jection in the viewer is a critical corsideration. Also a significant 
paramyeter, ofteni overlooked, is the maxium and minimum density of the 
duplicated positive image.
 
Herein the-fundamental relationships-, of te additive color iage 
are exarined in some detail in order tn'present' to the reader the .sig.ii­
ficancc of photo processing andi how errors asso-iated iit_ proces'ing 
may be reduced or eliminated. Specific exaumples, experimentally obtained, 
are included to demonstrate saLlient points.
 
3.1 Characteristics of the.dltiband Negative
 
When a multiband negative"is properly exposed and processed To a 
gamma of 1.0, a one to one correspondence will be created on the linear 
portion of the characteristic curve between the radiation refIbcted by 
ground objects and the corresponding density of the images on the film. 
Frcaently howerer, as will be demonstrated in the latter part of this 
section, a gamma considerably greater than unity is necessary to chomatically
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differentiate objects whose spectral signatures may be nearly similar.
 
An ideal set of =mltiband negatives will reproduce a grey scale 
target having unifrom spectral reflectance and which is illuinated by 
a uniformly distributed source of radiation in such a 
way that the image 
density of each grey scale is the same on every ;necof the ihdividual 
multiband negatives. This exact mntching of exposure and gaimna in the 
different spectral bands which are used is very difficult and freqluently 
not possible.
 
The diffinulty in exactly matching the exposure density relation­
ship (the characteristic curve) is due almost entirely to the effect of
 
the wavelength of radiation which strikes the photographic emlsion. 
When one roll of film isused to expose all four spectral bands of dis­
tinctly different wavelengths, in general, the characteristic cur-ve 
associated with each band will be different. This condition is unfor­
tunately encountered in panchromatic smulalsions. This effect is shown 
inFigure 11, inwhich the characteristic curves for Infrared Aerographic
 
film (5424) exposed with the filters used in the experiment.
 
The so-called Aerial Exposure Index (or speed) of photographic 
emalsions used in multiband photogrTphy also varies depending on both 
the spectral sensitivity and the filtration used. The Aerial Expsure
 
Index is defined as .S divided by the exposure (meter candle seconds) 
at the point where the shape of the characteristic curve is .6 times 
the gamna.(the tangent of-the angle mdde' by the'linear part of the curve 
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ana x axis). Figure 12 shows the absolute relationship of the char­
acteritic curves and the differences in photographic speed for Aero­
graphic in-frared film (5424) using filters similar to those used in 
the e-perient. 
The careful reader will note that exposure is measured in photo-
Betric units of meter candl-e seconds and"hence'is defined ol-1y.for the 
visiblo. spectrum. 1he exposuie of the infrared band contains no visible 
light and is really not capable of definition in terms of photometric 
epposure. It has been the practice in infrarad (aaid ultraviolet) aerial 
photography to use the fiction that the exposure in this non-visible 
region consists of thz meter caiidle seconds nf. a standaid energ sdurce 
(lauminant C) which has a predefined spectral distribution of both visible 
and infrad'- radiation, This praftice has the. effect of making exposure 
calculations for tih infrared bands extremely difficult to determine in 
practice-beause of deviation of the suectral distribution of solar-radi­
ation from this standard. Accurate and unmhbiguous exposure can be ob­
tained in multiband photography by using absolute radiometric units (watts 
per centimeter squared) in each spectral band. This was the technique 
used in this experiment and resulted in very-accurate calculations of 
exposure as will be seen from the experimental results to be presented 
in Section 5.
 
It should be noted that the: intensity of the energy which forms 
the image on the photographic emulsion of an airborne multisnectral camera 
-41­
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does .not depend on the distance betweon the bb3ect and the lens of the 
sensor. That is, when wn object is a sufficiently large distance with 
respect to the focal length. 6f-the camera, the intensity of the radiation 
which forms the image is: 
.1 =--B 1"7' 
4 t-2 
ITere: B = incident intensity6f radiation times the 
reflectivity of the object. 
f/number of the lens 
In obtaining actual multispectral photographs, the exper~ientor must 
also -include the- ictual lens and filter transmission- characteristics 
in the above equation. 
3.2 Tone Reproduction
 
In order to accurately reppesent to the human -eye the reflected 
light from a particular ground scene, there must exist - (in the language 
of mathematics) a one to one mapping from the object luminance space 
into the positive density space-. Assume that the negative has been 
well exposed and processed to a particular gama. A tone reproduction 
curve may be constructed to represent the fidelity with which combination 
negative and positive transparency reproduces the btightness of the ori­
ginal ground scene. A typical tone reproduction curve is shwn in Figure 
13, which represents the fidelity with which the red spectral band re­
-43­
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produced the five step grey scale under noon illumination at Davis,
 
California on 31, July 1967. Quadrant I of this figure shows the 
characteristic curve of the spectral negative. The densities on
 
the negative of the 'dispiay~d grey sc i les in the. scene were measurdd 
and the target btightness in relative units related to the photographic 
exposure on'the negative- film. Thne'corresponding characteristic curve 
of the positive tra.sparency was obtained throughk imilar measurement 
of the grey.scale densities of quadrant Ii. Vertical lines from several 
points connecting the negative wad positive characteristic curves are . 
made to intersect a 45 degree transfer line in quadrant III. By exterdinI 
horizontal lines from quadrant III tolintersect verticallines from the 
original negative curve of quadrant I; and indiation of reproduction
 
psocess is obtained. Thus, the !ocus of all intersected points from
 
the negative and positive characterisitic curves yield the- tone reoro­
duction of quadrant V. For exact reproduction, the curve in quadrant 
IV should appear as a straight line - Ahi.ifidication of the reproduced 
departures from this norm are made by comparing the curve A iith hhe 
curve B. 
3.3 How Image Density is Related to Color
 
In order to create an additive color presentation froma a set of 
blck and white multiband photos, each photograph must be projected by 
an optical system, each using a different colored light source, onto a 
screeni in such a way that the images are accurately registered with re­
Long island University Technical Report SERG-TR-04 
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spect to eachc other. A different propurtion of light will be present
 
in the screen image depending upon the densities of the image on each 
:altiband photo which is projected. 
in establishing the relationship bet7een density of individual 
black and white irages and the color charlacteristics of the correspon­
ding recombined image that is projected on the screen,, consider the ;. 
three prima ry taking filters, blue, greefi and red, that were used :in 
this experiment. Each multiband negative was exposed through one of 
these filters, processed to obtain a specific characteristic curve 
(gamrma); a positive image was made by exposing the negative onto dhp­
icating film and processing this film to obtain a specific relatohp 
between the brightness of the ground scene and the density of the image 
on this positive trans--renc. 
By,' projecting each of thesu. multiband positives using similar blue, 
green and red filters to form the aidditive color presentation on a view­
ing screen, a so called "true color" rendition of the ground scene is9 
created. The fidelity of the colors of the image compared to the ob­
ject is not perfect. In order for the.image to be a perfect reprcduction 
of the color of the object it would be necessary to photograph the images 
exactly as would be recorded by the stimulation of the visual response 
mechanism of the human eye, shown in Figure 14. To date it has not been 
possible to construct with complete fidelity filters whose trnrrnlssion
 
could be supplemented by the response of a photo sensitive material and
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the illuminant falling on the scene such that these curves are exactly 
reproduced. Due to the necessity to crcgt6 a less than zero exposure, 
it is usually assumed that i is theoretically impossible to obtain ab­
solutely perfect color reproduction without using the human eye. These
 
facts 'Pot withstanding, a very close true color reproduction of a ground 
scene is possible with the blue, green and red filters-used in the ek­
periment. 
As discussed in Section 2,not all colors can be reproduced using -
one particilar set of filters due, to t.e shape of the color triangle 
created within the chromaticity diagrm (cee Figure 7). No difficulty 
will be encountered in reproducing colors whose dominant wavelengths 
lie close to the transmission peaks of the taking filters. However, 
in order to reproduce the colors of objects which reflect only dominant 
wavelengths associated withr-secondary colors yellow, cyan, it is nec­
essary that there exist a wavelength overlap between the taking primaries 
as shown in'Figure 15. That is, the overlap region between the red- and' 
the green filter will yield the yellows and in similar manner the over­
lap region between the blue and green filter will yield cyan-color. 
The number of millimicrons of overlap indicate the spectral region-in 
which the secondary colors can be reproduced. Fortunately, for true color 
reproduction, most colors in nature are composed of broadband which cover
 
a considerable wavelength range.
 
The reproduction of the secondary colors is also dependent on the
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camera exposure. Since the region of overlap does not possess the apli­
tude of transmission which the primary colors !.,to. -hort an exposure 
will render only the primaries visible. As the exposure time is increased 
the secondary colors will become apparent. 
In view of thb foregoing discussion, the image density on each of
 
the multiband positives can now be related to the additive color inage
 
which they produce:
 
I'-Where the densities on all the multiband positives 
are equal, a condition of ztro saturation exists; 
the image is a shade of grey (achrowatic). This 
is due to the fact that the human eyesees equal 
amounts of blue, green and red which are combined 
in the image as being uite. T-he brightness of 
luminosity of the white color which is pZceived 
depends on the total energy combincd in tha iage. 
2 - The color of the image is a fi-ction of the ratio 
of the three colors which are projected to form it. 
Since tha densitics on each multiband photo are 
a logarithmic relation of the image forming energy, 
the chromaticity is obtained as the weighted average 
of tho thiee densities.
 
3 - The additive color image will faithfully rejroduce 
the color of an object at a gamma of one. Increase 
-50­I 
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in garnaa above unity will increase the saturation
 
of the image color above that of the object. Con­
versely, a ganm, less than unity will decrease the
 
satura-tion of the additive color image.
 
4 - The magniteCe of the 'ninimum density multispectral 
image establishes the brightness of the additive 
color .",age. 
3.4 Lxperimenta] Results
 
The theoretical considerations discussed above were empirically eval­
uated during th co,se of the experiment. A four color target was
 
placed on the ground along with a five step grey scale. M4ltiband 
imagery was obtained at 1000 feet altitude at Davis, Callf6rmia at 1130 
PDT, 31 July 1967. 
Since Aiealibrated grey scale was used along with the color panels,
 
it is possible to relate the density characterisitics of the image di­
rectly to the brightness of the ground scene by comparing the image den­
sity on the positive with the reflection density of the grey scale.
 
In this way the fourth quadrant of the tone reproduction diagram was 
produced directly without the necessity of using the individual negative 
and positive characteristic curves shown in quadrants I and II (Figure 
13). o 
Four reproductions of the viewer screen additive color image are 
-51
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shown in Figure 16. Each rendition has been created by thb addition
 
of the blie, grocn anu ied spectral bands to fon a "true color". re­
production of both the color targets and grey scale on the grouml. 
Each of the sets of spectral positives was processed and projected so 
that the grey sclae target renainad acromati. (wiihout color). 1he 
characteristic curves of the aultispectral photography associated with 
these photographs ('and hence the gar=.a) are shown in Figure 17. Note 
that longitudinal displacement of the green spectral characteristic 
curve away from the red and blue is compensated by the adjustmeun of 
the brightness when the image is projected in the additive Lolor viewer.
 
Non-linearity of the charactcristic curve ot the red spectral bind
 
(graphs A and B of Figure 17) presents a moai sericus problem. In cases
 
where the sippe of the characteristic cur.'e (gaaa) of the blue, -green 
and red spectral positives differ, the color oi an object will vary 
with exposure. For instance, a grey scal-z such as that shcam in Figure 
16 might typically be bluish at the dark end, grey in the center and 
reddish at the brighL end. 
Color measurement of the chromaticity of the four color images and 
the lightest grey scale is sh.,m in Figure 18. Note how the color be­
comes more saturated (moves away from the center of the chromaticity 
diagram) as the gammua is increased. In all cases the image of the 
lightest krey scale has been placed at the chromaticity coordinate 
(MI) in the diagram by maniipulation of the viewer controls. In'Theory, 
-52­
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all the points should lie on a line from the center of the diagram. 
The deviations from a donstant dominant wavelength is probably caused 
by variations in processing, particulaily in the rtd band, as pre­
viously noted. 
An often overlooke4l 'aspec;t of color reproduction is the effect. of 
the maxi mm and minimum density on the color of the .image produced. 
Mhe effect of reduced brightness as the maximum density is increased 
while the gamma is kept constant is snom in Figure 19. Relatively 
areas losc coldark objects such as the green target pahel and grass 
first while brighter objects such as the yellow target and soil still­
remain relatively biignit to the eye. 
-57­
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3FIGURE 19-C 
VARIATIONS IN BRIGHTNESS OF TARGET PANEL DUE TO 
VARIATIONS IN THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN MAXhIN AND 
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FIGURE 19 
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SECTION 4 
INCIDENT SOLAR RADIATION, TE SPECTRAL REFLECTANCE AND (OLOR O GROUND 
OBJECTS. 
The quantitative analysis of the chromatic characteristics of mul­
tiband and conventional color photography is greatly facilitated by
 
measurement of the color and sp-tral characteristics of "standard"
 
tar.-ets embedded in the environment. In order that temporal errors
 
may be eliminated, it is essential that these measurements be made at
 
the timne the photography is taken. This data has three important pur­
poses.
 
(1) It allows on independWnt check to be mada 
on exposure calculations and film process­
ing characteristics.
 
(2) It permits cc ,,ensation of the effects of. 
incident solar radiation and the spectral
 
attenuation of the atmosphere on the char­
acteristizs of the color image.
 
(3)The chromatic characteristics of images of
 
other "natural" objects in the envirorment 
(e.g., soils, vegetation, etc.) can be re­
lated to a standard system of color meA­
surement.
 
At each test site the starnard target consisted of an array of four
 
- 59­
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color panels: blue, green, yellow and red and a five step grey scale 
which had nominal reflectance values of 4, 8, 16, 3? ond 64 perzcnt. 
-The intensity and spectral distribution of inciderit sola radia­
tion was obtained each time the reflectance spectra and color of the 
panels were measured. In this way it was possible to measure the ef­
fect of variations in the incident radiation on both the spectra] re­
flectance characteristics and color of the panels. 
Sr.ztroradiometric measurement of incident solar energy was ob­
tained using a battery operated spectroradiometer covering a range of 
380 to 1250 nanometers (See appendix A). The instrument incorporated 
a lambertian detector surface which resulted in neasurement of the 
total energy (sun plus skylight) falling on the earth's surface. The 
sensitivity of the device ranged from 0.01 to 1000 Tcrowatts per cen­
tineter squared per nanometer dth a _alf power bandpass of 15 nanometers 
in the visible range and a 30 ranometer bandpass in the infrared nortion 
of the spectrum. The relative acrivracy of the data obtained (not the 
absolute accuracy) was pluA or minus 3 percent. 
Reflectance measurements were made using two narrow angle (12 
degree total field) spectroradieneters, one covering 350 to 750 nano­
meters and the other 750 to I NS0 nanometers (See Appendix A). The 
bar, pass of the instruments .­=! 5 nanometers in the visible spectrum 
and 10 nanometers in the infrared. The relative print to point accuracy 
of the reflectance spectral data obtained with these instruments was 
-60­
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plus or minus 2 1/2 percent.
 
uoiornnetric measurements were taken using a photo-electric color­
iineter which read the tristimulus values (X, Y, -) of the object as il­
luminated by natural sunlight. The specific details of this instru­
ment and the three spectroradiometers- discused-aboi'e are- presented in 
detail in Appendix A which includes information on the calibration of 
the nztruments. 
4,1 Incident Solhr Radiation 
The intensity and spectral distribution of solar radiation fall­
ing upon the earth's surface is known to vai-)r with solar angle and at­
mospheric conditions. Knowledge of the characteristics of solar energy 
which actually strikes the ground is important since an object will 
reflect different amounts of this radiation ineach spectral band sensed 
by the camera in direct proportion to that which falls upon thc object. 
Theoretical analysis of solar illm.ination based upon air mass c&l­
culations and Raleigh scattering of the aerosols are of little practical 
value inpredicting the spectral distribution of solar energy which
 
actually reaches the ground. This is primarily due to the existance 
of unknown amounts of Mie scattering and absorption in the atmosphere 
due to particles which are large compared to the wavelength of the ra­
diation. 
Efiure 22 demonstrates this condition. Spectroradiometric readings 
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of-solar energy (both sunlight and diffuse skylight) using-a amnberti~n
 
detector were measured on 30 Jtily 1967 at Davis, California. Spectral
 
intensity in microwatts per centimeter squared per nanometer from 380 
to 1150 nanometers was measured at five times during the day.
 
The first feature clearly evident from this data is the large van-i­
ation in intensity with wavelcngth.as a function of time (solar angle). 
The characteristic absorption band below 380 nanometers and at 950 
nanometers is also clearly evident for all the tmes recorde1 , Of par­
ticb'lar significance, however, is the presence of considerably mre If­
frared radiation in the 700 to 900 nanometer band in the aftenoon com­
pared to the morning. The reader will notice that although the visible 
radiation, 400 to 700 nanometers, has an average increase in radiation
 
of 8 percent (with a maximm of 13 percent) in the aftenoon, the infra­
red radiation in the 700 to 900 band exhibits an average increase of 
25 percdnt and isoccasionally as high as 40 percent in the afternoon
 
compared to. the morning. The reduction in visible light in the ffter­
noon is conventionally attributed to the absorption of smoko and dust 
particles in the atmosphern.
 
The effects of variation in the solar radiation in the solar radiation
 
striking the terrain, if knmown, can be compensat6d inmultispectral photo­
g-raphy since the exposure in each spectral band can be independently 
adjusted. Color infrared fin on the other had has fixed spectral sen­
sitivity of the individual dye layers and consequently the images of 
-6t­
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ground objects taken under these conditions appear more red in the
 
afternoon than in the morning.
 
There is one aspect of solar illumination that can not be compen­
sated by variation in exposure in the multispectral camera. This is 
the spectral difference between the solar radiation illuninating"the 
ground and the diffuse skylight which illuminated shhdowed areas. Fig­
ure 23 shows a comparis6n of direct sunlight and diffuse skylight made 
at the same time on 30 July 1967 at Davis, California. In addition
 
to the obviouz redluction in intensity, skylight is predominantly blue 
which results in an apparent increase in the blue band exoOsurO whaen 
an object is in the shade of topographic features. The _reader must 
be cautioned that the spectral distribution of the shadows cast by
 
trees may be quite different from that shown in the pieceeding figure
 
due to transmission and secondary reflection of the leaves. 
4.2 Spectral Reflectance of Ground Objects
 
Remote sensing instrumentation in the .26 to 3 micron band of the 
electromagnetic spectrum practically without exception utilizes solar
 
radiation as the enery source. As was seen in the precceding para­
graphs, this energy varies con nuously daring the day dui to sun- angle 
and atmospheric conditions. The spectral distribution of solar energy
 
hkich is reflected by a ground object i'ill also vary as a function of 
both the orientation of the object and its absorption-transmission­
reflection characteristics. 
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Figure 24 demonstrates the significant differences which exist be­
tween laboratory spectrophotometric measurements of the reflctance 
spectra of color target panels and field measurements which utilize 
solar radiation as the illninant. In order to facilitate comparison, 
the field spectral data have been normalized to noon sunlight conditions 
that existed on 30 July 1967 and then equated to the laboratory data 
at 555 nanometers. The blue and green panels are seen to exhibit con­
siderably reduced reflectance under natural sunlight compared with 
laboratory measurements. The red panel on the other hafid, showred up­
proxiately a 22 percent reduction in reflectance at 725 nanometers but 
n"18 percent increasse at 800 nanometers. It must be emphasized that 
the- reflectance. charateris tics of objects nder natural solar radiation 
are continually changing as a function of the intensity and distribu­
tion of the illunnniant. For this reason, the density of the image 
.tich appears on a spectral photograph can not be predicted on the 
basis of laboratory spectrophotometric data showing percent total dif­
fuse reflectance as a function of wavelength. 
A re-iote sensing instratent is a perspective sensor. It views a 
particular ground object at a specific angle with icspect to the sur­
face nornal or nadir. This angle depends both on the orientation of 
the object and the orientation of the sensor. Each image recorded by 
the camera on the photographic emulsion is taken at a different per­
spective angle. Solar radiation also falls upon surface objects at
 
varying angles of incidence depending on the time of day and the orien­
-.67­
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tation of the object. The questionarises5 "what effect do these ang­
ular relationships have upon the reflectance spectra of the object as 
recorded by the sensor?" 
Figure 25 demonstrates this iportant and unresolved probl~n. 
Three grey scale panels having no-minal reflectince values of 64, 32 and 
16 percent were plAced on the ground at Davis, California on 30 July 
1967. The surface of the panels was textured to minimize specalar re­
flectance from the surface, Simultaneous measurm'neDts were.Ifcde of 
the spectral distribution of the incident sunlight and the refiectaice 
spectra of the panels. The reflection spectroradiometer was oriented 
90 degrees to the incident light in order to elminate ary possibility 
of speculAr reflection from tieTapanel surfacc froy'being measured. 
In order to remove the effects of the spectral distribution of the 
solar radiation, reflectance data were normal !zed to a percentage of 
that incident at each wavelength as follows: 
Reflection (1/cm2/M) 
Incident (w/cw2 /nm) 
Whatf is hown then ifn Figure 25 is the non-lambertian spectral re­
flectance of the three panels under identical conditions. It can be 
seen that at 425 nanometers the reflectance is six percent greater for 
the 64 percent panels. At 950 nanometers the 64 percent reflecting 
panel'reflects six percent more than the laboratory values, the 32 
-69­
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percent,ffour percent more and the 16 percent, five percent less. 
Thus, the reader can see that even the most carefully constructed, 
uniformly reflecting target panels do not reflect radiation equally in 
all anguar directions. The reflectance spectra depends on the rela­
tive angle of the incident radiation, the orientation of the object as 
well as the perspective angle of the sensor. 
Figure 26 presents a comparison cf all three methods of measuring 
the reflectance spectra for the no-inal 32 percent reflectance grey 
scale target. irom this plot it cm.'beseen that the camera sees qiite 
a different target characteristic then one 'nuldsuppose to .be the case 
from the lab6rator 
, spectropho'cometric data. 
4.3 The Color of Ground Objects Under Natoral Illumination 
The percivcd color of ground obj ects is a function thich -isknown 
to depend at least on the spectra of the illumrinating light and the re­
flectance characteristics of the surface structure of the object, HorwZ 
ever, identical colors can be perceived for the same object under an 
infinite variety of illuminants and reflbtance characteristics. For 
instance, under Luminance C sunlight, the color of a yellow filter
 
1,$ratten 12) can be identically matched by the additive mLture of 
light through a green filter (Wratten 74) and a red filter (Wratton 25) 
even though the latter two filters transmitt no light at 57S nanometers 
which is the watelength described as yellow.
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'Thib consequences of. this lack of uniqueness between color and spec­
tra is critical fdr multispectr_! color photography as it is for photo­
graphy using color filim. The color of an image can only be used to 
differentiate objects if (1) the spectra of the objects have been ob­
tained and taking filters chosen appropriately and (2)the spectral 
distribution of the illuminant is knom. 
Variations in the color of a green target panel as a function of 
different conditions of solar illumination between 29 Julytand 4 August 
1967 is shown in Figure 27. By measuring the distribution of the il­
luminant, and correcting it to a constant value, the colors (f the panels 
can all, be-placedAithin..the chromaticity coordinates shon in the cross ­
hatched circle in Figure 27. 
Figure 28 shoos a similar condition also -ists achrpmaticfor a 
(colorless) grey scale target panel. The apparent dominant wavelength 
of 580 nanometers indicates 'chat the targets have generally a slight 
yellm color under natural illumination when measured with reference 
to the International Standard Luminance C. 
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SECTION 5 
1I RESULTS OF THE EXPERBI4T 
Herein are examined the photographic results of the expcriment. 
In general, a comparative methodology is used.to znaljze the plioto­
grpaic imagery which consists of relating tolorimetric measurements 
of images on both multiband color and subtractive color films.- However, 
the reader will note that this procedure may be modified occasionally 
depending on the particular siaation encountered at a test site, the 
needs of the environmental discipline and the significance of the re­
sults obtained. Figure 29 shows the geographic location of the NASA 
agriculture, forestry, geographic -and geology testsjteS that werz used 
in this experiment. 
Thd techPnique used to evaluate the images obtained during the ex­
perimint and rhich are interpreted by "user" scientists is that of an­
alytical color measurement. The chromaticity coordinates of identical 
images on the multispectral additive color screen and in the subtrac­
tive color films are measured. These color signatures are compared to 
ground measurements. In those instances where false -color space has 
been created, the uniqtzeness' of the image color obtained for ground 
objects (such as safflower, mile, corn, etc.) has been measured as both 
functions of spatial, temporal omehvitonmental variables. 
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Thfis iethodolpgy of analytical measurement of the :Image struct-ure 
is used tQ establish the accuracy, reproducibility 
-d uniquencss of 
the image forming capabilities of multiband and conventional color 
photogrpphy. It must be emphasized in the case of the images produced 
by multispectral color photogripv that all differences ire due to tie
 
ability of the camera to adjust exposure independently in each spect'al 
band and the capa'oiltiy of the viewer to alter the color space tosuit 
the needs of the interpreter. The camera filtration was not selected 
on ainy a priori knowledge of spectrophotometric characteristics of the 
ground objects, the multsipectral camera filters being chosen to approx
 
imate the spectral sensitivity of the color films that were used. 
5.1•
A-agricu~ 
"he agricultural test site was located at thc Agricultural Experi­
menta" Test Station, University of Califorria, Davis. California. The 
geographic location is shown in Figure 31. 
The photography was taken between 28 and 31 .Tuly 1967. Figure 32 
shows four black and white positive reproductions of mul tispectral 
photography taken ovei the test site at 28,000 feet. 
The reader will 
notice that the images on these four photographs are in exactly the 
same spatial location on each photo. The only difference being the 
tone or density of the conjugate image on different photos. 
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The additive color viewer superimposed the red, green and blue
 
spectral photos to forn a true color reproduction of the ground which 
is shown in iigure 33. The ground target panels are shown in this 
photograph. - The Ektachromc (8442) photogrpph is also shown in the 
center of this figure. This photograph was taken at exactly tho same 
time as the multispectral photograph above it. The photo at the bottom 
of the Figure s3s, shows the ground target which consisted of the four 
colors: green, yellow, blue and red. To the right of the target is a 
five gtep grey scale. 
The color of the panels ,eas ieasured within plus or minus 1/2 hour 
of the time the photography was taken. The chromaticity coordinates 
of the ground measurements of the color panels is shwn in Figure 34. 
The color of the ground panel images was measured on the Aerial Ekta­
chrome film and is also shown in this figure. 7h- color nf Lhe multi­
spectral reproduction shown at the to of Figure 33 was adjusted, to 
match as closely as possible the colors of all four ground targets in 
a single screen presentation. For the particular characteristics of 
photographIc reproduction of both the negative and positive which were 
projected, it was possible to match the chromaticity coordinates re­
lative to the ground chromaticity coordinates as shown in Tigure 34. 
From the analytical description of colors shown in this figure, ivesee 
that it was possible to obtain a much closer match to the ground colors 
using the additive manipulation of the color space in the additive sy­
-81­I 
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stem compared to the particular subtractive color film used.
 
The spectral reflectance of the color phnels is shom in Figure
 
35. These measuremen:s were aot taken at exactly the same time the 
photog-aphy was obtained, however, they do give some indicatibn of the 
relattzi.e roflactance spectra, of the-tar-gets, under naturaL •illmination; 
Figure 36 shows chromaticity coordinates of four ground objects 
measured from the multispectral additive color viower yhcdh were showna 
at the top of Figure 33. The-colors have-been measured-and plotted for 
ground objects of alfalfa, barley, bare soil, and tcmatoes. The toma­
toes exhibited three different growth conditions, being: newly sprouted 
Pl-ants-, plants--that were -flowering-and--plants- developing tomatoes (ap­
proaching matrity). Ilie images of the same objects measured on Aerial 
Ektachrome are shown in Figure 37. It cai be seen that the objects oc­
cupy entirely different chromaticity coordinates on Ektachrome film as 
compared to-the additive color rendition. Figure 38 compares the chroma­
ticity coordinates .E the four- grouid bbjects as they appear on the mil­
tiband color image and thc Ektachrome i'age. The fidelity.of color re­
production, bhich from an examination of Figure 34. is quite close to 
that of the ground in the nraltispect-al additive image, is much less 
faithfully reproduced by the Ektachrome film. This is particularly true
 
in the case of alfalfa and newly planted tomatoes.
 
Figure 39 shows a comparison of four multi~pectral fal-e color ren­
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ditions including Aerial Ektachrome Infrared (8443). The top three 
false color multispectral renditidns have been created by addition of 
the infrared band shown in Figure. 32 with the green and red bands 
and -arying the hue and saturation of the color space to produce the 
effects shown in Figure 39. The. Ektachrome Infrared photo shcswn at 
the bottom of the page was taken at exactly the same time as -ere the 
top three photos.
 
Figure .40 shows the chromaticity of seven ground objects ns they 
appear in each of these four photogrphs. This Figure shows u_1 -mhe 
chromatic color differentiating capabilities of each of the rernditicns.
 
For instance, using niultispectral rendition A, it was possible to chro­
matically separate barley, milo, alfalfa, flowering tomatoeL and corn 
from each other quite well. Mltispectral rendition B allowed chromatic 
differentiation of bare soil from flowering tomtces quite well but milo 
and alfalfa are close to each other in their cc1 nr. TP ndition C in the 
lowaer left of the figure separates many of the-ground objects well with 
the exception of coins alfalfa and milo which are quite close chromatically 
although the interpreter cap more easily identify their color differences 
because of their position in the blue part of the chromaticity diagram.
 
The chromatibity coordinates cf these objects are shown for Aerial Ekta­
chrome Infrared in the lower right of Figure 40. Here we see a general 
bunching of the colors in the blue-magenta part of the diagram and also 
that the colors are not nearly as well separated as the y were in any­
-89­
3 MILTISPECTRAL REN)ITION A 
Green band projected as Blue 
Red band projected as breen 
Infrared band projected as red 
J4ULTISPECRAL RENDITION B 
reen band projected as blue 
Red band projected as redInfrared band projected as geeen 
,L"TISPECTRAL RENDITION C 
Green band projected -as ed 
P#Ac band projected as green 
Infrared band projected as blue 
AEffdAL =k:&ACM( %-. IkNr-,FT 
3I"OIU(RAPii. 
WMPARISON OF MULTISPECTRAL FALSE COLOR RENDITIONS 1i1TH COpNVENTIONAL
AERIAL EkTACHIME INFRARED FILM-IMAG,-FS Or SCMM CROPSAGRAICULTURA.L AT 
16i7 PDT, 31 JULY 1967. HitETOP THREE PHOTOS ARE MIILTISPECTRAL FALSE 
COLOR RENDITIONS AND ThE BOT I, AERIAL EkTAmQR)mm INFRARED f8443) TAKEN 
SIBJLTANEI3USLY WITH ThE N]ULTISPECTRAL PIOTOS. 
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of the above multiband.renditions.
 
Figure 41 shows the relative position of similar crops in the four
 
false color renditions discussed previously. Here ii can bcxseen that 
it ispossible to position the colors of objects inthe color solid de­
pending on the method of projection the false color nmultiband photography 
or by using false color subtractive films. 
;Figures 43, 44 and 46 are quite significant in that they show: the 
ability of multiband additive color techniques to establish the chroma­
tic characteristics of images relating-to- the same ground object as a 
function of three variables: altitude, time of day mid the spatial-spec­
tral cha-'acteristics of the particular object.. Figure 42 shows the 
false color rendition of an area of the test site inwhich the green
 
band ha., been projected as Liue, thz red baod projected as green and
 
the infrared as red. The photo at the top of the Figure 4Z was taken 
at 28,000 feet. The center photo was taken at 15,000 feet and the photo 
at the bottom of the page at 3;,000 feet, all thken on 3J July 1967.
 
The image appears in ail photographs as sho-n by the annotations in the
 
top two photos.
 
Figure 43 shows 0h& chromaticity. ocordimates of three cr-ops a3 they 
appear in each photograph. The crops dre safflower, coin and milo. 
In this figure wve see that safflowet exhibits a reasonably tight grouping 
about dominant 'w'velengths between '550 and 560 nanometers, and milo has
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relatively constant dominant wavelength of 600 nanometers with varying
 
saturation. Ilowiver, the variation in the colors of corn is of par­
ticular significance. Color measurement of all the above Emages wsm 
made using a probe which integrated the light from a 3 1/2 Pio dizieLer 
circle on the viewer screen. The fact that the spacing in con.i is clearly
 
evident in the lower altitudes as the ground is resolved sts spaces be­
tween the crop rows. However, as altitude increases fewer and fcwcr 
of the rows are resolved until at 28,000 feet a relatively homogeneous 
color is produced not too different from that ex.ibited by milo. 
Figure 44 uses identically the sane spectral positives as t2iF pre­
vious figure, hoteve.. the color space has been chan. 1h. grecn band 
is projected as ted, the red band as blue and the infrared band as green. 
Figure 45 again shows the chroraticity plot vf corn, milo ari saf flower. 
However, in this color space, we see condiderable ovcrlap between the 
co,,ra of con av mile, also this color space minimizes the chronatic 
effects on the image of the spacing in the corn crop. The color of
 
safflower is different (as seen from Figure 45), beaus tihe color mea­
surement was rade in the central part of the plot where considerable 
amount of soil is resolved along with the plants. 
A third manipulation of the color space shown in Figure 46 is achieved
 
Lb projecting the blue bard as red, the green band as green afd the in­
frared band as blue. From the color plot shown in Figure 47, we see
 
that the colors of the safflower images at all altitudes and at different
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times are quite closely grouped together, whereas overlap occurs in 
one instance between milo and corn. 
Figure 4s shows the chromaticity coordinates of te colors pro­
duced by alfalfa on the low altitude photograph. From. tits figure the 
reaier can see the transformation of the image color fro , red to green 
to blue depending on the color space achieved in projection.-

Figure 49 shows the spectral reflectance of three crops, alfalia,
 
iyc and safflower. These data have been spectroradiometricellv obtained 
in ue 2zld arid te readings corrected to noon sunlight conditions that 
existed on 31 July 1967. Where very little difficulty is usually en­
cuantered in obtaining a spectral-color signature of flowering safflower, 
it i quite difficult generally, to spectrally differentiate rye and 
alfalfa. The data presented in this figure indicates that at least under 
ncon illminating conditions~one might expect to be able tc obtain unique 
color Siontures for alfalfa and rye by subdivision of the 700 to 800
 
nanometers spectral band. The reader will remc-rber taiit both the mul­
tiband filters used in this experiment as well as the infrared film 
recorded the entire 700-900 band of the near infrared spectrum as a single 
band.
 
5.2 Forestry
 
The Forestry test sites, which were.overflown, consisted of two areas­
on in the Quincy-Meadow Valloy-Bucs Lake area which is generally heavily 
7101­
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wcoded. The other area was relatively open range land located near 
Harvey Valley, California.. The geographic locations of both these te 
sites as well as the approximate flight lines arc shown in Figure 50. 
Some sighificant resuits are shown in Figure 51. The top photo in 
this figure shows a wooded srca adjacent to Silver Lake. The ground 
truth associated with this photograph, which was taken at 28,000 feet 
above sea-level (approximately 22,000 feet above mean terrain level), 
is shown in the ton photo of Figure 52. The areas noted in the ground 
truth have been colorimetrlcallv aalyzed. These results are shown in 
Figure 53. Area A,indicated on the ground truth, is a stand of Califor­
nia Black Oak (Quercos Kelleggii). This stand, as can be seen from 
Figure 53, is clearly chromatically differentiated from area D, which 
consists of a stand of Riparian Hardwoods, mostly 1%bite Adler, and 
from area G which is a stand of Lodgepole Pine (Pinus Contorta). Also 
White Bit (area H) can be diffcrer.tiated chromatically from areas con­
tairing Baick Oak and Lodgepole Pine. 
The center photo in Figuxe 51 is the Harvey Valley Range area. The 
ground truth for which is shown in the center photo of Figure 52. Chro­
maticity measurements of the images shown on the ground truth are in­
cluded in Figure 54." From this figure we see that Bromus Inermus grass, 
Big Sagebrush sites and dry rushes-sedge areas can be clearly differentiated 
on from the other. The colors of-the images which relate to Low Sage­
brush.and. Bromus Inermus grass can be less well chromaticalt separated 
=105­
_FIGURE 51-A 
SILVER LAK, CALIFORNIA AT 
28,0)0 FEET ABOVE SEA LEVEL 
7 AUGUST 1967. FALSE COLOR 
RENDITION--GREEN PIW)JECTED AS 
GREEN, RED PXJFCTED AS BLUE, 
INFRARED PMJECMTE RED.AS 
FUIIkE Si-BET ,Ev 2;,000AT FEET 
AMOVE NEA LEVEL 7 AUGUST 1967 
FALSE LTLOR RIQDIT1GN--GREENPIXiECTED AS BLUE, RED Pn-
JFC- AS RED, INFPARED P)-JECTED AS GREEN. 
FIGUWE 5-C 
9nr:Q---CAREA AT 23,030 FEET 
AB CE SEA LEM 7 AUMUST i&67 
WILSE" COLOR RhN TIO.--GPE N 
PRPJTED AS GREEN, RED PWO-
JECTED AS BLUE, INFRARFD PRD-
JECTED AS RED. 
FIGURE 51: 
IhMPE FALzF ry)LOR RENDiTIONS OF VARIOUS 
AREAS IN FORESTRY TEST SITE. 
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FIGURE 52:
 
GWRUND TRUI1i FOR FORESTRY TEST SITES.
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FIGURE S2-A
 
LEGD- SILVER LAKE 
A-QJERCUS KELLOGGII (CALIFORNIA BLACK OAI 
B-GLACIAL M)RAINE(GRANITIC)QWIT SPARSE 
COVERING OF MANZANITA BRUSH.
 
C-DRY IlEADOW OF SEDGES AND GRASSFS
 
D--RIPARIAN HARIOODSOVIITE ALDER)
 
"E-GRANITICOUTCIOP
 
G-PINUS O3 T=RTA(IDIfkEPOLE PINE)
 
H-ABIES OONCOLOR(IffHITE FIR)
 
FTGURE 52-B 
TGFQND=ARVEY VALL",Y RANGE
 
1-NTIFlGRATION OF 'TAZDING WATER IN AND 
ADINr,A DENSE S'TAND OF SEDGES(CAREX S! 
2-PA2lTIAILY DRIED RPSIM3 AND SEDGES. 
3-401 SAGEBRUSil TYTE 
4-RO, JUS INERMU GRSS 
,-VERYDENSE, L1JSI. ')'TEV GETATION
 
LOMiNNT SPECIES N-LUDE SE GES, .PT3
 
AND SCIE IVACER-LVVINCPASSES.
 
6-BIC- SAGEBRUSII SIT'IES 
7-FON IM SA PINE 
8-MNZ H'IA BRUJSIHFIELO
 
3FllRE 52-C 
LrGVND3TEEld3NTINE AREA 
AIUBAKELLA SOIL. GR(XND (DVER ISIWI=S (3N-iAThS(BACtBRUSII) 
B-RIPARIAN IB ThODi) VEGETATION PRE­
foIINAlLY "ALIX SP.(WILILw)
 
C-M.AJXI'1 OF DRY GRASS WIThIS(TIE SCAT-

TERED SALIX SP.
 
D- EADOW WI! A HIGHER PROPORTION OF
 
VEGETATION
 
E-VERY LDIST MEAIPXW AREA 
F-DENSE STAND OF MIXED CONIFERS ON OD-
HASSETT SOIL 
G-WET ME JIW, LU GRASSFS AND SEDGES 
(CRE X SP.) 
It-FAIRLY DENSE STAND OF TIMBER ON IJBA-
KELIA SOIL. 
I-BARE GRAVEL--GOLD DREDGE TAILINGS FfrC 
EARLY MINING OPERATIONS. 
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as is the case with stands of Ponderosa Pine and Manzanira brsh en­
bedded in the pine field.
 
The bottom photo in Figure 51 is the Serpentine area of the Bucks 
Lake test site. Inthis rendition it has been possible to clearly dif-. 
ferentiate all the items delineated in the ground truth shown in Figure 
52. The chromaticity measurements of these images are shown in Figure 
55.. T1his additive color rendition is particularly significant because 
several independent measurements of images associated with areas iden­
tified as similar by the ground truth resulted in establish-ing.-identical 
color coordinates,
 
5.3 Geography 
me Los Angeles Basin from Santa Monica to Riverside served-as the 
geography-meteor-bogy test site as shown inFigure 56- This area was
 
over-flown on 3 and 4 August 1967 under wlv different atmospheric 
conditiors, The coastal area was visually clear while the inland River­
side area contained heavy smog accompanied by a then cirrus overdast 
at 20,000 feet.
 
TWo different experiments were performed at this site:
 
i- Overflights of the areas were made at 15,000 
and 28,000 feet for the purpose of comparing 
multiband color photography with subtractive 
color films (Aero-Ektachrome and Aero-Ektac 
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chrome Infrared). 
2-A series of photogrpphs at incremental ai-rtudes
 
from 1,500 to 28,000 feet for the purpose of com­
paring the color fidelity of both multiband colo-r 
and color films as a functicn of altituide. 
The second experiment provided an opportunity for detailed q.xlanti­
t.tive analysis of the effects of apparently relatively clear at:as 
sphee on both the multispectral color and Ektachrome color films. 
Figure 57 shows the Ektachrome natural color photographs of targeL 
panels located on the ground at Century City Oest Loz Angeles) taken 
at altitdes of 1500,300., 5000, 10,000,15,0003 28,000 feet. Figure 
58 shows the chromticity of the four colored panels measured on the 
Ektachrome photography at thase altitudes. It can be seen from this 
figure that there eiists considerable ambiguity between the ILu'e and 
green targets as a function of altitude. However, both the red a-,d 
yellow targets are well differentiated. The dominant wavelength of the 
red target is 600 nanometers, the dominant wavelength of the yellow 
target. 573 nanometers, with all targets being contained between 570
 
and 576 nanometers. We can see that the saturation of the colors of 
these tw.,o targets is relatively constant.. The green target dominant 
wavelength varies from 505 to 555 nanometers accompanied by a great 
variability in saturation. More serious from a precision photographic 
standpoint is the color overlap between the blue and green targets as 
-113­
FIGURE 57: 
AERIAL EKTACIHR0 PIOTOGRAPHS AT THE 
INDICATED ALTITUDES ON 3 AUGUST 1967. 
FIGURE 57-A FIGJRE S7-B 
SFI(URE 57-C FIGURE 57-D 
FIGURE S7-E FIGURE 57-F 
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a function of altitude. Blue colors are mistaken for green as altitude 
varies, as can be seen from Figure 58. 
Figure 59 presents a multispectral true color rendition of the 
same szemc that was shown in Figure 59. Colorimeter measurements were 
made of the images of the color targets when the interpreter used the 
additive color viewer to provide what he considered to be the most 
natural reproduction of ground color. These results are shown in the 
Figure 60. This figure is again a chromaticity plot of the color mea­
surements of the red, green, yellow and blue targets for an average 
of three observers who have attempted to match the scenes at the var­
ious altitudes to give what appeared to them to be a natural color ren­
dition. Examination of this diagram shows the existance of considerable 
variability in the measured color of target panel images, however, the 
overlap bet een colors which =isted on the color film is not lresent. 
Figure 61 gives a most interesting comparison of the color of the 
targets as measured by a colorimcter on the ground (at the time the 
photography was taken) with the chromaticity of the additive color imagc 
when the color space generated by the viewer was manipulated to give 
the best color match to all four target panels in a single additive 
color presentation. It can be seen that the chromaticity of the red, 
green, white targets and their images are practically superimposed, 
The color of the yellow image is quite close to the color of the target 
and even the blue image, wich is practically impossible to exactly 
-116­
FIGURE 59:
 
MA4LTISPECTRAL TRUE ODLOR PHOTOGRAPHS
 
OF THE TARGET PANELS AS A RFUNCTION OF 
INCRFASING ALTITUDE
 
FIGURE 59-A FIGURE 59-B
-Tf =700 PM 
FIGURE 59-C FIURE 59-D
•5000 FF.TET 
FIGURE 59-E FIGURE 59-F 
1, 000 r 28g00ITT 
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match in any color scheme, is- .
 
the measured ground color. The spectrAl distribution of sunlight during
 
the period inwhich the photography was taken is shown in Figure '62.
 
5.4 Geology 
Tholgeoieogy--test--areas'.were- overflown- during the experiment. The 
one receiving the primary emphasis was the Whjite Mountain area north
 
of Bishop, California. -The other area was Mono Craters. Both these
 
areas are shown in Figare 63. 
Figure 64 is a multispectral false color reproduction of an area
 
of the wens Desert: north of Bishop, California, iderntified as Bishop 
Thffe Photography was taken at 24,000 feet altitude above the terrain 
on 6 ,agust 1967. The area of the Bishop Tuff has been extensively an­
*alyzed and geological maps have been prepared by Dwight Crowder of the 
U.S. Geological Survey. Information from these maps has been overlaid
 
on the photography as shown in Figure 64.
 
The area consists of three prgdominant features, non-welded tuff, 
partially welded tuff, alluviumn. The multispectral color rendition
 
shown has been obtained by projecting the green band as green, the red
 
band as blue and the infrared band as red.
 
The chromaticity diagram inFigure 65 shows the plot of four color
 
measurements made from the viewer screen in each of the identified areas.
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FIGURE 63
 
WTHITE MIMUNTAIN AREA AND M0NG LAKE GEO0LOGY 
TEST SITE SHOWING FLIGHT LIN-ES FLO N ON 
4, 5 AND 6 AUGUST 1967.
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LEGEND
 
Pi- PARTIALLY WELDED TUFF 
QAL- ALLUVILI4 
NW- NVI.N-hTDED TiFF 
Kgr-GRANITE BASEMENT 
FIGIE 64-
OF BIStX)P TUFF AREA OF MHE Ol¢EIS 
DESERT W1111 G1BOLOGICAL ANU)TATIGPNS 
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From this data we see that parLially weLded tiff image possesses a 
dominant wavelength of approximately 498 nanometers differentiated in
 
saturation from alluvium and the granite basement areas. ihelatter
 
two areas have the same dominant wavelength as partially welded tiff 
but are more saturated in color. MeaNasurements si-V that thc chro.aticity 
of the-image' area dentified as granite tasement is completely contained 
in the alluvium irge.. This would indicate that the chromaticity of 
the image ould-not allow the pnoto- interpreter to differentiate these 
two geological coiditions but that he wtrild have to iely on ot~er fea­
tures of theimage such as texture. Non-deld, tuff exhibits a do.=,t 
wavelength of 489 nanometers and is chromatically comoletcly separa.e 
from the other three Liaages. Nost of the measuremerts bown fell with­
in the areas on the chromaticity diagram noted. However, it was o&o­
sible to find anmolo s awreas within each categcry which would lie in 
other categories. For instance, it was possible to find an im.ge in 
partially welded tuff that would fall in non-welded tuff chromaticiry 
coordinates. This indicates that chraaticity analyis of geological
 
features might hav,; most fruitful results on a statistical colorimetric 
analysis by areas.
 
Figure 66 also shows an area in the Owens Desert in the Bishop Tuff 
region. The ailtispectral phtpgraphy was obtained at 24,000 feet above
 
sea-level on 6 July 1967. The image was obtained by projecting the green
 
band as green, the red band as blue an the infrared as red. The anno­
124­
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tations from the geological map of the area constructed during the 
period in which the photography w.s taken is shown as an overlay on 
the photograph. The five significant +ieatures, allu-vium, flood plane 
deposits, non-welded tuff, partially welded tuff and tuff altored by 
vapor Faase crystallization are sh-rn,on the overlay. 
The chromaticity plot of th. colorim.etric measurenents obtlined from 
the viaver screen are shown if Fig',re 67. Perhaps the most striking 
feature of this figure is the large variation exhibited by fiocd plain 
deposits. The celorimetric measurements obtairned from this L;a!:- area 
show great diversity. This is und0obteidly cue to the fact thqt laige 
amol;nts of vegstatin i-wbid mppears as red and sta,,Jing water hodies 
appearing as cyan, are shown in this area. Partially welded tuff in
 
this renditon exhibited a dominqnt wavelength of 498 nan Aneters sir.ilar 
to Figure 64. lb,-ver, measurements showed that on-welded tuff and
 
tuff altered by vapor phase crystallization occupied the same chrev.r!ti­
city coordinates as the partially welded tuff. Alluvium, on the othcr 
Illd, appeared separate chromatically from the other imagz areas. 
Figure 68 shows a multispectral rendition of the White Mbuntain 
area east of .Bishop, California. As in the previous two images shown, 
the annotations have been provided by geological investigation covering
 
the time the photography was taken. There rre three predominant fea­
tures shown, sedimentary deposits, volcanic deposits, gravel and sand
 
with the existance of two pronounded fault lines. 
427­
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The multispectral rendition has been obtained by projecting the
 
green band as green, te red band as blue, and the infrared band as 
red. 'Numerous measurements of the chrzmaticity of the projeacted 
image in the areas indicated are shon in Figure 69.. .Here we see that 
The chromaticity of the images in the three areas is distinct both in 
dominant wavotength and saturation. 
The color of the same images taR,2n from an Ektachrome infLared 
photograph of the same area which was obtained at identically t ,e 
same time as the multispectral photo is sho-n in Figurv 70. Fr. 
the plot of the image color shomn in thiis figure, we see that less 
chromatic spparation of the ,iages has been achieved on tie subtractivc 
color films in this particular photographic situation. 
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SECTION 6
 
MCNLUSIONS
 
Me oxneram ent dicnssed herei was designed to evaluate the utility 
of muitibcnd. col-r. photography for .ea=h resource application-s. Tht­
ua--aacom-oi-isfhed-by-using a Pmulrprlrcr_ hich most of the.. systedin 

fawn image forntng had-been nlnized.
... The choice of spectral 
bands used. ,as limited by lack of def'x-ire spectral datn on environ­
mental objects and was constrain&' to approximate the spectral sensi­
tivity of color films. 
Photograph- using conv-ntional cd'l",-fi-his sensitive to the visible 
and infrared spectrumwas simultaneously tkken. Ground control was in­
corporated for the test site of edchd discipline which included: caii­
brated color and- grey scale" target panels, mea-surement-of incident 
solar radiation, reflectance spectra) measurements and colorimetric mea­
surements.
 
-toparative colorimetric measurements of the resulting inultispectral 
additive color imagery demonstrated the capability of this technique 
to compensate for both the variations in solar illumination and aahzo­
spheric effects that were encountered during the experiment. Using
 
taking filters Which approximated the wavelength sensitivity of the
 
color films which were used, it.waspossible to establish
-subtractive 
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--npetra colorimetric -signatures for certain classes -of-env-if tzd 
Analysis of-the test results showed: (1)chromatic image
-pneno-menon., 
errors due tM camera, processing and viewer tolerances can be decreased 
to a point where colorimetric analysis can be reliably pefformed, (2) 
varfaios, in the intensity and spectral distribution of solar radiation 
can be elininated,' (3) the directional (non-lambertian) spect-ral re­
fiectance characteristics of objects and the dynamic nature of on vivea 
reflccta-rce spectra are critical residual environmental parameters>c,:4-) 
-spsziizal reflectance measurements of classes of environmental objects 
taken en vivo indicate that significant improvement in spectrz! color
 
signatures sould be expected using taking filters 7.1ih subdivided the 
650 to 800 nanometer band of the spectrum.
 
Comparative colorimetric anialys1 s of tho image p.roduced by the mul­
tispectral system and the image prcduceO py sibtractive color riiws 
(a) pioduce an additive color ren­demonstrated that itwas possible to: 

dition inwhich the image colors 1.-ere very close-to objett color, (b)
 
create 'a false color space in which environmental objects which visually­
appeardd to have qite similar color characteristics on the ground were
 
made to have decidedly dissimilar characteristics inthe additive color
 
image. 
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SECTJON 7 
The investigation reported in this experiment was initiated by Donald 
Orr and Col. Alden Galvcccresse's at NASA headquarters, Washington and 
was conducted uider the technical cognizance of Leonard Nicholson, RASA
 
Manned Spacecraft Center Houston, 
 TeXas.
 
The field phase of the experiment.was conducted by Long iand
 
Univergity in conjunction with 
 the, School of Forestry, University of 
California, Berkeley. William Prss (LIU) superised Lhe ground measure­
ments assisted by illiaiu Draeger (UC), Eric Janos (UC), John Thcmas
 
(UC), Larry Pettinger (UC), 
 and Gene Thorley Q o. At the geogr92ty 
test site, assistance wis provided by Dr. Leonard Bo-denjUCRn, Robert 
Alexander (ONR), ]Ynnald O- USA (GIDMRAA), and Jack Estes (UCA). At 
the geology test site, Dight Crowder (USGS) provided ground trath data. 
malysis of both additive color imagery and cornentional 
.color films 
was performed-for-each test site by the following:
 
Agriculture & Forestry: 
 Dr. Robert Colwell (U(), William Draeger 
(UC), Jerry Lent (UC).
 
Geography: 
 Dr. Leonard Bowden (UCR) , Dr. Robert 
Pease (UMR),
 
Geology:' 
 Dwight Crowder (USGS), Michael Sheridan 
(A), Gary BAllew (SU). 
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Photo reproductions of the Viewer screen were made by 1bert Anderson(LIU) 
Organizations abbreviated above are (alphabetically) as follows: 
.LIU- Long Island University
 
NASA- National Aeronautics and Space Adrinis -ration 
O R ffice--of-,Naval Research-

SU- Stanford University
 
UA- Uiversity of Arizona
 
UC- University of California at Be_!kelky
 
UClA- University of California at Ii's Angeles
 
UCR- University of California at Riverside 
USA GIRATDA- U.S. ARMY, Geographic IteJ-igenceMapping Research. 
ani DevelPpment A\gency. 
USGS- United.States Geological Suivey. 
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APPENDIX n
 
GROUND SPECTRORADIOMETERS AN OLORIMETER IN[TJMENTATION 
The accuracy and predition 6f'thv:datapresented on the (1)spec­
tral distribution of incident solar-radiation, (2)the spectral reflec­
ta-nce of grdund objects, (5)color of target panels, isdependent on 
the ins trumentation used. 
Significanz operating characteristics of the instrunentation and 
its calibration, where app)icable- are discussed herein to present the 
tcchnm yr used to make the measurements presented tnnugh%ot this ex­
periment.
 
Characteristics of the Instrumentation Used to Measure Incident Sunlight 
A spectroradiueter using a wedge interference filter system enabling 
the spetrum from 380 to 1250 nanneters to be continuously scanned was 
used to determine the spectral distribution and intensity of the solar-
Tudiation incident upon the environment. The instrument was a modified 
version of the model SR Spectroradiometer manufactured by the hstru­
mentation Specialties Co., inwhich s James Chopper relay was placed 
in the coherent detector assembly to 'improvereliability. The spectro­
radiometer is equipped with a diffusing screen so that its directional 
response is proportional to Lab.ert -scosine law. This method of mea­
suring sunlight is important because the incident radiation falls upon
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the earths surface and is reflected into the aerial camera lens re­
gardless of its original direction of propagation. True cosine Ie­
sponse also eliminates the need for urecise aiming of The instrumen-. 
Whereas a radiometer measures in units of energy rate intensity 
such as microwatts per centimeter square, a spectroradiometer measures 
/ 
in units of energy rate intensity per bandwidth such as micro~watts per 
centlincter square per nanometer. This latter system of units is.most 
me]niFgfui for measurements of illumination when spectral photography 
is taken since a graph of spectral distribution of radiant intensity 
versus wvelength can be obtained. The area under such a cune wili 
be nuzerically and dimensionally equal to energy available in the wave­
length, interval of interest; The spectroradiemeter used was capable 
of measuring from .01 to 1000 microwatts per centinetor square per jiano­
meter. These vlties correspond roughly to illumination levels of .03 
to 3,000 foot candles.
 
The calibration of the spectroradiometer was verified using a regu­
lated voltage calibration unit manufactured by InsLrumentation Special­
ties Co. A spectral standard lamp, serially numbered and individually 
calibrated against the National Bureau of Stmndards.was used. The lamp
 
had an absolute accuracy of plus or minus five percent relative to the 
NBS standard, The precise regulation of the current to the Innn was 
maintained by a precision electrical pover supply unit. 
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The half bandwidth of the spectroradiometer used to measure the in­
cident illumination is approximately 15 millimcrons in the 380 to 750 
range and 30 millimicrons in the 750 to 1250 range. Stray light response 
to uynanted w,*eleng'hs of 15 millimicrons bandwidth and far from, the 
i.rsvelength of interest is usually in the order of .01 percent. Stray 
li t -errornzoestrtr im'ton' high~rra'difig mifAI-!.it§ the accuracy-of Mea­
suremert of low iAtensity spectral energy in the presence of high-intersity 
radiation in different wavelengths. The most severe stray light error 
results when measuranents of red rich ]ight sources are made, such as 
solar radiation in the afternoon. The instrument reads approximately 
three percent too high at 400 millimicrons when measuring a standard 
2854 deg-ee Kelvin,sourcebecause of stray light passage of longer wave­
±engtfs. This amount of error has been compensated by measuring the 
stray light alone, placing a blue absorbing filter over the sensing head 
and noting the amount of stray light i-4cating on the meter. Th.in 
value has been subtracted from the measured intensity to determine the 
correct values.
 
The periodic calibration of the spectroradiometer Htsed for mysn-q,1ing 
incident sunlight allowed an accuracy of plus or minus seven percent 
in the long wavelength of the spectrum aid plus or minus ten nerceht 
in the short wavlength of the spectrum. Most of this error of course 
comes from uncertainty in the secondary standard used. The relative 
accuracy of all points with respect to each other throughout the wave­
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,engths measured is approximately plus or minus three percent. 
Characteristics of the Instramentation Used to Make Reflectance 
!easurements 
1 .rxejla~acsacfl~tromtiQe.z system assemhled3 from components 
mnifactured by EG &GGInc. and Bausch &Lomb was used to mertre the 
average power of the solar radiation reflected by the target panels. 
By means of a grating monochromator, these energy and power readings 
can be made at a s~lected wavelength over a bandwidth dnterm.ined by 
the grating and slits. This instrument basically consistCs of an optical 
systen which limits the entrance of energy to a twel've degree field, 
a monochraaator grating to spectrally isolate the visible energy to a 
five nanometer halt-band pass, a monochromator grating to spectrally 
isolate tbt infrared energy to a ten nanometer halfband pass and a de­
tector head To sense the magnitude of the incident energy. This re­
fiectance spectroradiometer was used to measure the relative distribution 
c-f radiation reflected by the ground targets. A typical arrangement 
of the surface targets is shown in Figure 16 • These targets were 
oriented to minimize the secondary reflection from other surface objects 
(such as tress) incident- upon them. 
-
The ieflctance spectroradiometer isdesigned so that light re­
flected from an object passes through a diffuse system and is dircct-d
 
by the collective lens into the monochromator housing via the entrance
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slit, Calibration accuracy is obtained when the light incident on the
 
diffuser is imagcd on- 1e entrance slit, completely filling the slit 
area with light. - A collective lens in the beam input optics in front 
of the monochromator entrance slit, collects the incident light,iihich 
is properly matched with the diffuser to create a uniform ijlwnirating 
bundle inside the monochromator housing. This bundl6 is them incident 
on a plane diffraction grating whex-e it is anglarly dispcrsed accord­
ing to wavelength. Each wavelength present in the source bundle refJec 
off the diffraction grating at a different ahgle. The grating cn be 
rotated to direct any selected wavelength bundle onto the center of 
a concave mirror. The mirror col lects the light and, with the help 
ofe.3 zt-z~coreato-.Aens, forms,amiagp-of. the.,entranice slit on the 
exit slit.
 
The visibl range grating is a 1350 groove ner millimeter. grating 
covering from 350 to 800 nanometers in the first order art is blazed 
at 500 nanometers. The reciprocal linear dispersion is 6.4 nanometers 
per millimeter. The smailest scale division for this gratifng assembly 
is 5 nanometers.
 
The infrared grating isa 675 groove per millimeter grating cover­
ing the range from 0.7 to 1.6 microns is the .first order and isblazed
 
at 900 nanometers. The reciprocal linear dispersion for this grating
 
assembly is 10 nanometers.
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The image at the entrance slit is reduced in size by a factor of 
0..56. le exit slit, therefore, has a width and height wvhich are 5( 
percefnt of tie entrance slit. Only the wav~length which strikes the 
exact center- of the concave mirror results in an image which falls 
precisely on the exit slit. All other wavelengths produce images 
whicfrar t ih Theexit slit 
width and the dispersion, in combination, detern.ine the bandpass or 
spectral purity of the system. it is necessary to multiply the width 
of the exit slit by 1.78 to obtain the proper width of the entrance 
slit. Usiag tHis ratio, only the seicted single wavelength can pass 
through the system at its full intensity.
 
rn order to obtain the best possible accuracy, a spectroradiometer 
is calibrated at regular intervals. The calibration of the instrument 
can shift due to such fsctors as the collection of dust on the optical 
surfaces or a variety of other random factors.- The electronic crcuitry 
of. the instrument is very stable and maintains uniform response, but 
nevertheless the accuracy of the instrument was verified, 
The spectroradiometer iscalibrated by means of a standard light
 
source which produces known amounts of radiant energy at various wave­
lengths. At Long Island University, a calibrated ribbon filnment low­
voltage 'high-current tungsten lamp is the calibrating standard, and its
 
heavy construction provides relatively good maintenance of its calibra­
tion. The lamp is calibrated in terms of spectral energy at various
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wavelengths at a.constant value of electric current through the lam-mp 
filament. 
ColorimetrJc Principles and the Chhracteris tics of the Iratn.entation 
Used to Measure Color
 
Co3orimetry, spectrophotometry; and spectroradiometry are terms
 
that frequently confuse those who are not closely connected with the
 
scientific study and analysis of color.
 
1. 	 Spectrophotometry is the objective measurement of tho reflection 
or transmission characteristics of a material at each waveleng-h 
throughout the spectrum in.terms of a perfect white reflector 
or acoa-rin transmissions-tandrd., True--spec-trophotometry 
oil-y defines the "color" components of a samnle in basic physic-a 
language. it does not directly give the apparent visual color 
which incltides the characteristics cf the illuminant an)d the 
observer's eyes.
 
2. Spectroradiometry iz the procedure for determining the energy 
distribution of a source of.light at each wavelength throughout 
the spectrum. True spectroradzimetry only defines'the "color" 
components ofDa light in basic physical language. It does not 
give the apparent visual color which includes the characteristics
 
of the observer's-eyes.
 
3. Colorimetry may be defined as the objective measurement of the
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reriecrion or transmission cnaracteristics ot a material suit­
ably weighted for the properties of the illuminant and average 
htman eye color sensitivity. NDe to the inclusion of the il­
ltnfant and the eye, colorlrotiy attempts to be subjective 
in its ultimate data. Purhaps the best illustration of the 
d'iff Srence between cob.oreImtr and spectrophotometry is in­
cluded in the following statencnts: 
i. 	 Iio materials having identical absolute spectro­
photometric curves will'appear identical in color
 
to 	a hlunan observer when viewed simultaneously
 
under any illuminant. 
)..Hwev.en, iio neessarly te-hat t. materials 
having the same appa-rc, color to an observer under 
any one specific illuminant will have identical npzc­
tophotometric cur'as. 
The basic theoretical requirements of a colorimeter may be summa­
rized as follows:
 
4. Illumination f6r opaque (reflecting) samples, or transmission 
samples under selected standardized conditions of illumination 
and viewing must be provided. 
2. 	 The light normally received by the human eye under the above 
condition must be separated into three selected prima-- com­
ponents and these values measured in magnitude (relative to
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some standard) to an accuracy at least equal to that of the 
eye. 
The colorimeter utilized in the experiment was rma-nfactured by-In 
strument Development Laboratories and used the well established flicker­
photometer principle. The flicker sys tem has been in use. for many years 
in spectrophotometers and siniui ir instruients. Tch maik featares of 
the particular optical arrangernet used were as follows: 
a. Due to the high light sePsitivity and gain of tha 
photomultiplier tube, optics of small aperture and 
short focal leigths may be used, permitting compact 
design. 
b. The design utilizes a minimmi of air-glass surfaces 
and the entire optical systm is dust sealed. 
c. Pretision stray-light stops at i;sed to nrevePt 
any light from reaching the optics except from the 
sample spheres. This is absolutely essential in 
measuring dark samples. 
d.Arrangetent is such that the illumination system 
may be completely replaced by an alternative il­
lumination system. 
In the flicker system, the flicker motor drives the optical system
 
so that light from the sample and light from. the standard alternately
 
focus on the 1P21 photomultiplier. If light from sample and standard
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are identical, thb photocell output will be unchanged by the flicker. 
If the two differ, an alternating current will be generated in the pho­
tocell cir-cuit. When the light from the ortical system reaches the 
photonmitiplier, the light consists of two components: 
A steady compn=,w representing the mean brightness 
of sample and standard as viewed through the tri­
stimulus filters seiczted by the operator. 
An alternat4ng or "flicker" component of magnitude 
representing the difference in brightness baet n 
sample and standard as viewed through the particular 
soulrce and ttistimulus filters selected by the op­
errtorr 
The colorimeter functions so as to measure he steady component 
and the difference of "flicker" component and perform the computation 
necessary to eopress the difference ih. terms of percentage difference 
between sample and standard in terms of reflected or transmitted light. 
Mathematically, colorimeter eutcrmatically performs the cbnputation: 
Colorimeter 
Reading = 100 
Brightness 
of Sample 
- Brightness 
Standard + 100 
Brightness 
of Standard 
Actually, the direct current output of 'te photomultiplier is mup­
lified and used to control the voltage supply to the photomultiplier 
in such a manner that the mean current output of the tube is constant 
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for brightness variations of 5,000 to 1. Thus, regardless-of the bright­
ness level of sample or standard, the transmi.-ion cr source or tristi­
nalus filters, or intensitby of illumination, a given percent difference 
in color will give a finite A.C. voltage to the meter. in effect, the 
sen.sitivity of the photocell is varied inversely with b±±ghtness of light 
reachihg it; just as the.ifis offthe human eye and accommodation of the 
brain acts to decrease the eye's sensitivity when a brighter objectis 
viewed.
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